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CMMFC young member, Eaton Ekarintaragun loves both paleontology
and art. Here is an example of one of his recent pieces. This is Eaton's
interpretation/creation of a Synthetoceras.

Note the new day
of the week, date,
and time for our
next fossil club
meeting.
Monday, February 22, 2021,
7 pm, Zoom meeting. Public
lecture by Dr. Victor Perez
to begin at 7:30 pm. Zoom
invitation to follow via
email.
Work in progress. Photos submitted by Pitoon Ekarintaragun. ☼
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Greetings Club Members!

Sculpey Polymer Clay Ammonite

President’s Column.
Every time it seems it can’t get worse 2020
dishes out something new. As I write this my neighbor
was just taken away via ambulance, the remote server
for my workplace crashed and the water main for our
street ruptured. All of this within 2 hours on a Monday
afternoon. Ugh.
I hope everyone is coping as best as possible
during this crazy year and is relaxing whenever
possible outdoors, be it just taking a walk or getting
in a fossil excursion. Keeping stress-free seems to be
the best medicine lately.
I continue to be amazed at some of the cool
fossils that the CMM has added to its collection this
year. I hope several of them are going to be
highlighted in this newsletter. I’m also thrilled to
know that Victor Perez has re-joined the CMM as
Assistant Curator of Paleontology and I’m looking
forward to seeing the exhibit that he is working on.
Will be nice to have a paleo-featured exhibit on the
mezzanine again so soon.
Not much else to report on.
I hope everyone is staying safe and practicing
responsible social distancing as best as possible.
Fingers crossed for a much improved 2021.
Submitted by Paul R. Murdoch Jr. ☼

Members, You Can Now Renew
Your Fossil Club Membership
Online.
https://www.calvertmarinemuseum.com/FormCenter
/Fossil-Club-23/Fossil-Club-Membership-85
☼

Jeri Cuffley sculpted this life-restoration of the
ammonite Asteroceras. It is an extinct genus of
cephalopod. These fast-moving nektonic carnivores
lived during the Triassic and Jurassic periods (from
205.6 to 189.6 million years ago). Paleobiology
database. Photo submitted by Jeri Cuffley. ☼
Editor’s Note: In response to the Stalagmites in Ice
Cubes note in the last Ecphora, I received this
reference from Ken KcNaughton. Many thanks Ken.
Stephen
This is where I saw it back in 2015: Stalagmites in
Ice Cubes (parade.com)
https://parade.com/395164/marilynvossavant/stalag
mites-in-ice-cubes/
Submitted by Ken McNaughton. ☼

Whale Skeleton Discovered in
Thailand Thought to be
5,000 Years Old
Read in BBC News:
https://apple.news/A4lWv89YFSLusjeaURPVD3Q
Submitted by Yasemin Tulu. ☼
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Keeping Busy During Lockdown
with Fossil Shark Teeth
by: George F. Klein
I’m sure all of us have been mostly bored since
the Covid-19 pandemic began. Home confinement
and social distancing have taken their toll. However,
it occurred to me that I have hundreds of fossil shark
teeth that I collected in Florida and maybe I could put
together some composited tooth sets.
So I dug out all of my shark teeth. I keep them
in plastic bags labelled with the date and location
collected. Most of the teeth were from the Peace River
although some were from Florida beaches. I went
through each bag and separated them by species. The
four most common species I had collected were:
Snaggletooth shark, Hemipristis serra
Lemon shark, Negaprion brevirostris [but, see below]
Dusky shark, Carcharhinus obscurus
Tiger shark, Galeocerdo cuvier
In the Peace River, these sharks probably
originate from the Tertiary Bone Valley Member of
the Peace River Formation. This Member was
deposited over a fairly long period of time, from the
mid-Miocene to the late Pliocene. The teeth I found
on Florida beaches are probably Pleistocene in age.
All of the above sharks except Hemipristis also occur
during Florida’s Pleistocene.
I laid out all of the teeth I had from the four
sharks above. Lemon shark teeth were the teeth I had
the most of. After those, the teeth I had the most of
was Hemipristis, but for them, size varied so much
that I was unable to put together a complete set. I was
more hopeful with the tiger shark, as it has the lowest
number of teeth in its jaw, 24 uppers and lowers on
each side of its jaw. However, the same thing
occurred: just too much size variation.
For the lemon and dusky sharks, I was able to
complete a set for each. The upper teeth on both are
vastly different (Figures 1 and 2). For lemons, the
upper and lower teeth are nearly identical, except that
the uppers have serrations on the shoulder of the
enamel. For lemons and duskys, the lower teeth are
nearly identical. In fact, for some other carcharhinid
sharks found in Florida, such as bull sharks and gray

sharks (C. limbatus), the lowers are all nearly
identical to lemons and duskys. This is why I was able
to complete a set of teeth for each of these sharks. In
effect the lemon shark teeth I collected probably
include other species, such as duskys, bulls and gray
sharks.
I consulted a couple of references on
reconstructed shark dentitions, including elasmo.com
and Brenton Kent’s book (Kent, 1994). For the lemon
shark, references list two species: the Miocene shark,
Negaprion eurybathrodon and the living species,
Negaprion brevirostris. However, more recent
research indicates that the Miocene species and the
extant species are virtually indistinguishable - they
are one in the same [Reference 1]. Therefore I used a
reconstructed dentition as shown by Kent (1994), 16
teeth per each side of the jaw, 2 teeth adjoining the
symphyseal on the upper right of the jaw and 2 teeth
adjoining the symphyseal on the lower left of the jaw,
for a total of 64 teeth in the jaws. The symphyseal is
the point at the center of the jaw where the right and
left side of the jaws come together. This is a few more
teeth than shown by elasmo.com.

Figure 1: Lemon shark teeth, from Kent (1994). A=
lower anterior, B= upper, C= lower lateral tooth. #2
indicates the serrated shoulder present on the upper
teeth.

Figure 2: Typical appearance of an upper lateral
dusky shark tooth. From Kent (1994).
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Figure 3: I display composited tooth sets for a dusky
shark, on your left, and a lemon shark, on your right.
I restored the dusky shark mount with 16
uppers on each side and 13 lowers each side. This is
somewhat different than Kent (1994), who showed 15
uppers and 16 lowers on each side and from
elasmo.com, which showed 15 uppers on each side,
and 12 lowers on each side.
To make the mounts themselves, I used 3/8”
plywood backing. For the lemon shark mount, I
sanded the plywood lightly, then covered it with a
rubber backed gray cloth that I had. I glued the rubber
backed cloth to the plywood with a spray glue. I was
unsure of how to mount the teeth to the cloth covering.
A friend, Tom Caggiano, suggested using clear
bathroom caulking which generally holds well but
will permit removal of the teeth by cutting them off
with a hobby knife. To mount the teeth I cut I small
hole in the cloth, put a dab of caulking in the hole and
then positioned the tooth on the caulking and let it dry.
I used some oak molding I had lying around to frame
the mount, but attached the framing to the mount
before gluing the shark teeth down.
For the dusky shark mount, I again used 3/8”
plywood backing, sanded it down thoroughly and
painted it with four coats of gray primer that I had. To
mount the teeth, I scraped a small area of paint off,
down to the bare plywood. I put a dab of caulking in
the scraped area and then positioned the tooth on the
caulking and let it dry. I used some square pine
molding that I had at home to frame the mount. I
carefully screwed the pine molding directly to the
plywood mount. Again, I attached the framing to the
mount before gluing the shark teeth down.

Figure 4: Close up view of the lemon shark mount,
size is approx. 16” x 20”.
In addition to what I noted above, I did not
restore the jaws perfectly, as the teeth overlap slightly
side-to–side in the jaws. This can be seen in Figure 6.
I was interested in how large the sharks might have
been. The lemon shark jaw I restored measures about
16 inches across, the dusky, about 14 inches across.
The overlap of the teeth might effectively reduce the
width of the jaws by around 20%. Knowing that, the
size of the sharks can be estimated by equations
shown in Reference 3.
I estimated the length of the lemon shark at 7
feet and the length of the dusky at about 6 feet.

Figure 5: Close up view of the dusky shark mount, size
is approx. 15” x 17”.

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Cluster of Ecphora Found

Figure 6: From elasmo.com, dusky shark jaws, tooth
row in top part of the figure shows tooth overlap.
References
1) Carrillo–Briceño, J. D., Luz, Z., Hendy, A.,
Kocsis, L., Aguilera, O., and Vennemann, T..
(Draft). Neogene Caribbean elasmobranchs:
diversity,
paleoecology
and
paleoenvironmental significance of the
Cocinetas Basin assemblage (Guajira
Peninsula, Colombia).
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/af9b/a1822fb5c3c81
2410b59bcb2aa1fc203f5f3.pdf
2) Kent, B. W. 1994. Fossils Sharks of the
Chesapeake Bay Region. Egan Rees & Boyer
Inc. Columbia, MD.
3) Lowry, D., et al. 2009. Determining shark size
from forensic analysis of bite damage. Marine
Biology,
156:2483–2492.
DOI
10.1007/s00227-009-1273-3.
Published
online: 12 August 2009.
☼

Please find attached a photograph of Ecphora
meganae specimens I recently found in a block of clifffall between Matoaka and Governor Run - thought it
might be a nice item to include in the next edition of
the CMMFC newsletter. There was actually an
additional Ecphora which I have since given to a
friend, plus fragments of perhaps half a dozen more.
Do you happen to know whether this sort of assembly
reflects actual behavior or if it is just some sort of
effect of sorting in the depositional environment?
Either way I was quite excited to find such a nice little
trove!
Text and photo submitted by Dr. Jonathan Parkes
Allen
Mellon Post-Doctoral Fellow
University of Maryland, College Park
https://umcp.academia.edu/JonathanAllen ☼

Shark Fossil Bigger than Jaws
Found in Kentucky’s
Mammoth Cave
https://weather.com/news/trending/video/sharkfossil-bigger-than-jaws-found-in-kentuckysmammoth-cave?pl=pl-the-latest
Submitted by Doug Alves. ☼
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Symphysis: The location where the jaws meet in the
center. In sharks, there is another set of joints here
(top and bottom) which allows them to narrow or
widen their mouth. In mammals, the bones at these
locations usually become fused together preventing
movement.

Pathologic Shark Teeth
by: Bill Heim
Shark teeth are usually uniform in shape
depending on the location in the jaw. Occasionally
one will encounter distorted or irregular shark teeth.
These are deemed pathologic teeth because they don’t
fit the normal routine shape of that particular species.
These irregular teeth are rare and unusual and thus
prized by collectors. These can cause identification
problems as they may be unrecognizable as to species,
confused with another species or even deemed a new
species.
In this article, I will discuss recognition and
causes of pathological shark teeth. First, we have to
define some terms in regards to jaw structure, as these
are often the cause of pathologies.
Anterior: Towards the front as in anterior teeth
Posterior: Towards the rear as in posterior teeth.
Pathologic: Abnormally shaped as in pathologic
teeth.
Labial: Towards the lips. The labial side of shark
teeth is the flat side. It is the side facing outwards
from the mouth.
Lingual: Towards the tongue. The lingual side of
shark teeth are usually the way they are displayed as
the flat/labial side allows them to lay better and
usually the lingual side is more attractive.

Hexanchus nakamurai (bigeye 6-gill shark). Note: A
symphyseal tooth will actually sit on the symphysis.
Parasymphsial: Relating to the area directly on
either side of the sysmphysis.

Hemipristis elongatus (snaggletooth shark). Note:
contrary to popular opinion, Hemipristis does not
have true symphyseal teeth but instead has
parasymphyseal teeth.
Tooth Pocket: The location beneath the gums in
which replacement teeth grow. This affects the size
and shape of the teeth growing in that location.

Lingual Side
Labial Side
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Pathologic Carcharodon carcharias (great white
shark) tooth.
But if it is not obvious then other clues need to be
examined. You can compare it with similar teeth
from the same species and located in the same area of
the jaw to see if it is a close match in shape. Other
clues are a distorted and uneven root and/or missing,
distorted, or bubbly enamel.

Carcharhinus leucas (bull shark). Note: The gum
tissue has been removed showing the tooth pocket
where the replacement teeth develop.
Tooth Bud: Replacement teeth grow out from this
location deep underneath the gum tissue. Damage to
this location can lead to pathologic teeth growing
from it.
Pathologic teeth usually leave some clues
allowing them to be identified as pathological. The
most obvious clue is the shape of the tooth. Often it
is very obvious as below:

Very large pathologic Hemipristis serra (snaggletooth
shark) Note: the missing and uneven texture of the
enamel in the center of the tooth (lower image).
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Causes of Pathologic Teeth
Probably the most common cause of
pathologic teeth is damage to the tooth bud (the tooth
bud is where the tooth begins developing). This can
be the result of several different factors.
Here is one example: A stingray spine has
embedded itself in the jaw of this copper shark
(Carcharhinus brachyurus, image below). In this
case, the spine was too far posteriorly to damage any
tooth buds and thus there are no pathologic teeth.
However, I have observed cases where the spine has
impinged on a tooth bud causing one or more files of
pathologic teeth. The Carcharodon carcharias tooth
illustrated previously would be typical of the result of
being stuck by a stingray barb.

Stingray spine embedded in the jaw of a copper shark.
Another cause is actually structural damage to
the jaw. Below is an image of a mako shark jaw,
which has damage to cartilage probably due to being
hooked at a younger age. The result is a couple of
rows of pathologic teeth in the area of the damage.
Note the warped tips of the teeth. Since the teeth are
growing from a damaged tooth bud, all the teeth in the
file will have the exact same pathology.

Isurus oxyrinchus (shortfin mako shark).
Structural damage is due to biting into things
that are hard, such as bone or turtle shell. Sharks
which are feeding on marine mammals or reptiles will
often experience damage to their softer cartilaginous
jaws resulting in pathologic teeth. Therefore, certain
shark genera will display more pathologic teeth than
sharks that are primarily fish eaters or suction feeders.
Examples are megatooth sharks (Otodus), great white
sharks (Carcharodon), mako sharks (Isurus) and tiger
sharks (Galeocerdo) and other related extinct species.
Overcrowding is another cause of pathologic
teeth. This occurs particularly (though not always) in
the regions of the symphysis or the posterior part of
the jaw. Below is an example of a symphyseal 7-gill
shark tooth, which has taken on the features of both a
symphyseal tooth and a lateral tooth as the tooth has
grown over into both regions.

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Notorynchus cepedianus (broadnose 7-gill shark).

Carcharhinus perezii (Caribbean reef shark).

Here is another example probably due to
overcrowding in the parasymphyseal area of the jaw.
File splitting (discussed later) is another possibility.

Another cause is file splitting, where a brandnew file of teeth is growing. This occurs as the
shark/ray grows in size. This is more common in rays
but also occurs in sharks typically where there are a
large number of tooth files. In some species (such as
sand tigers) there are a large number of small teeth in
the posterior area of the jaw. In this region, you can
have file splitting as below.

Pathological Otodus (Carcharocles) chubutensis.
Just as overcrowding can cause teeth to
become pathologic, a missing file of teeth can create
a similar result. Here is a jaw of grey reef shark that
is missing an entire file of teeth. The teeth in the
adjacent file have therefore grown an elongated
shoulder.

Carcharias taurus (sand tiger or ragged tooth shark).
Note in the back of the 4th and 5th files of teeth there
are double bladed teeth, this is due to file splitting as
it is growing another file of teeth splitting the existing
tooth bud. Also, note the other random pathologic
teeth due to crowding in this region of the jaw.
Often, we find teeth that are bent backwards,
this is common with long bladed teeth such as in
Carcharias (sand tigers) and Isurus (makos) probably
due to a lack of space in the tooth pocket.

Carcharhinus amblyrhynchos (grey reef shark).
A common pathology in teeth of the
Caribbean reef shark (Carcharhinus perezii) is a
bump in the blade close to the tip. This is so common
that I believe it to be genetic rather than evidence of
damage to the tooth bud.

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Another cause is aging. In very old sharks, the
cartilage of the jaw will become bumpy and uneven
and pathologic teeth is a common result. Note the
bumpy jaw cartilage in the image below and the
resultant large number of pathologic teeth.
Trianodon obesus (white-tipped reef shark).
Finally, a collection of highly pathologic teeth
from Morocco.

Carcharhinus brevipina (spinner shark).
In megalodon, this will often result in prominent wavy
and/or indented edges on the teeth.

From upper left to lower right: Otodus, Jaekelotodus,
Parotodus, Otodus, Squalicorax, Unknown, Otodus,
Otodus. ☼

Longnose Sawshark Rostrum
Pathological Otodus (Carcharocles) megalodon.
Here we have an odd pathology which you
won’t find in the fossil record since it appears normal.
This is an example of reversed teeth. The teeth appear
completely normal but are reversed in direction. This
is most common in the posterior region of the jaw but
can occur in other jaw locations.

Dentition and sensory barbels (left) on the rostrum of
the longnose sawshark (Pristophorus cirratus). From
the Bill Heim Collection. Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Pathological Otodus Tooth from
Morocco

Fossil Carcharodon carcharias
from Chincoteague Island

Taylor Swanson unexpectedly found this tiny fossil
great white shark tooth on Chincoteague Island.
Many thanks for donating it to CMM! Photo by S.
Godfrey. ☼

Special Needs Night at CMM
Bill Heim houses this pathological shark tooth in his
personal collection. Not only is the root flattened out
perpendicular to the plane in which it should be, there
is a row of multiple cusplets at the base of the cutting
edge of the tooth. Furthermore, the crown of the tooth
is indented with a longitudinal furrow. Photos by S.
Godfrey. ☼

Mike and Kathy Ellwood braved the elements to
showcase Miocene fossils for visitors to the Special
Needs Night at the Calvert Marine Museum. Many
thanks! Photo submitted by Mike Ellwood.
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Self-Bitten Snaggletooth

Text and photos submitted by Dr. Victor Perez. ☼

Just another Day on the Beach
With Dave

This tooth was recovered by Assistant Curator of
Paleontology, Victor Perez, while sorting through
fossil shark teeth donated to the museum. This tooth
belongs to the extinct snaggletooth shark, Hemipristis
serra. If you examine the tooth closely, you will notice
five parallel grooves impressed on the center of the
tooth (A, left). These grooves were the result of a
shark bite from another serrated tooth. Based on the
size and spacing of the serrations, it seems likely that
this was a self-bitten tooth (B, right). This typically
occurs when a shark loses a tooth while feeding and
accidently bites into it. There are no signs of acidetching on the tooth enamel, which suggests that the
tooth was not swallowed and partially digested.

CMMFC member, Dave Bohaska (left) and family out
collecting meg teeth along Calvert Cliffs. Dave seems
pleased even though he found the smallest tooth. 
Art submitted by Dave Bohaska. ☼
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Seahorse Skeleton

Devonian, Mahantango Formation. Photo by S.
Godfrey. ☼

Symphyseal Cow Shark Tooth
added to CMM Collection

Carol Ebright found this small but lovely cow shark
symphyseal tooth along Calvert Cliffs. She recently
donated it to our permanent collection. Many thanks!
Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼

If you ever wondered what a seahorse skeleton looks
like…here it is! It is just amazingly beautiful. This
specimen was prepared and donated to CMM by
Backwoods Boneworx
https://www.facebook.com/B.Boneworx/
Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼

Ecphora in Miocene Clam Shell

Devonian ?Fish Coprolite

Jane Chell was very pleased with this unexpected find…an
Ecphora shell within a Miocene clam shell. Photo

submitted by Jane Chell. ☼
Jeri Cuffley found this probable coprolite at 7 Stars,
near Millerstown, Pennsylvania in the Paleozoic
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Parotodus Tooth Found

Editor’s Note: I think the burrow was made by a
mole…like the ones burrowing beneath my lawn (or
for what passes as a lawn at my place). John Nance
added the following comment: Most likely a starnosed mole – they like wet environments And I’ve
seen the actual animal on the beaches here.
https://animaldiversity.org/site/accounts/information/
Condylura_cristata.html ☼

Amazing Biofilms of Bacteria
Bacteria are regularly viewed as simple, single-celled
organisms. Recent work published in Molecular Biology
and Evolution by an international research team
challenges these views.
https://phys.org/news/2020-10-evolution-socialdistancing-life.html

A Modern Look at Dilophosaurus
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y7jSOp2mr2s
Junior Lavallee found this Parotodus benedenii tooth
in his favorite private collecting site… Photo
submitted by Junior Lavallee. ☼

Curious Burrow on the Beach

Hosted by Dr. Adam Marsh, lead
paleontologist for Arizona’s Petrified Forest National
Park. Both submitted by George F. Spicka. ☼

Baleen Whale Skull Quarried

From left to right, Pat Gotsis, Bill Prochownik, Dr.
Victor Perez, and Eric Rottman helped quarry a
Miocene baleen whale partial skull from Calvert
Cliffs. The jacket is in the boat just in front of Eric.
Stephen Godfrey and Stephen Groff were also part
of the field party. Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter

Kyle and I noticed this track in the sand at Plum
Point. Any idea who made it? Photo taken by Kyle
Grimsley and submitted by Gary Grimsley. ☼
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CALVERT MARINE MUSEUM
FOSSIL CLUB EVENTS
Note the new day of the week, date, and time for
our next two fossil club meetings.

Junior Lavallee found this Miocene delphinoid tooth
(above) and this meg tooth (below) in his favorite
private collecting site… Photos submitted by Junior
Lavallee. ☼

Monday, February 22, 2021, 7 pm, Zoom meeting.
Public lecture by Dr. Victor Perez to begin at 7:30
pm. Zoom invitation to follow via email. Talk Title:
"Sharks and Rays of Florida: a 45-million-year
history". Victor will provide an overview of his
dissertation research on chondrichthyan diversity
from the Eocene through the Pleistocene of the
Florida platform. He will also provide an introduction
to myFOSSIL (www.myfossil.org) and how it can be
used to curate personal collections.
Monday, April 19, 2021, 7 pm, Zoom meeting. Public
lecture TBA.
☼

More Recent Finds

Tyranno-Stein rex

My daughter was at a pop up beer garden in St Louis and
thought I would appreciate the stein the beer was served
in. I told her to get me one. Text and photo submitted by
Mike Ellwood. ☼
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The Ecphora is published four times a year
and is the official newsletter of the Calvert Marine
Museum Fossil Club. The Editor welcomes
contributions for possible inclusion in the
newsletter from any source. Submit articles, news
reports of interest to club members, field trip
reports, and/or noteworthy discoveries. All
opinions expressed in the newsletter are strictly those
of the authors and do not reflect the views of the club
or the museum as a whole. Copyright on items or
articles published in The Ecphora is held by
originating authors and may only be reproduced with
the written permission of the editor or of the author(s)
of any article contained within.
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Many thanks to Mike Ellwood, John Nance, and Dr.
Victor Perez for proofreading this edition.
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